"''Students for a Democratic Society: A Graphic History' (Hill and Wang, 211 pp., paperback, $22) interprets a
groundbreaking political group of the '60s with words, pictures, and passion. It offers versions of history told by
former members of SDS eager to reclaim honor for a group that can lay claim to being part of the seedbed of the
women's liberation and black power movements. After [writer] Harvey Pekar, artist Gary Dumm and editor Paul
Buhle tell the chronological history of SDS, separate accounts of SDS activity in Chicago, Cleveland, Madison,
Wis., and elsewhere round out the picture. Pekar has become an acute pop sociologist, and Dumm's neutral art
only underlines the electrical charge of the times." –The Boston Globe
***
"The SDS book powerfully dramatizes the broad panarama of mayhem and confrontation in the '60s. That's the
best part of [it]: the history from below, telling us what we could never know otherwise about what life was really
like in the belly of that beast." – The Buffalo News
***
"In prismatically and personally treating the charged events associated with SDS, it has a resonance lacking in the
conventional textbook... In addition, the frankness with which veterans of SDS here document their successes
and, perhaps more important, their failures, suggests ways today's youths can organize for change without
making the mistakes of their forebears." – The Denver Post
***
"'Students for a Democratic Society'... examines the leftist student organization from various vantage points,
blending personal anecdotes, conventional history and what one might call field reports." – Cleveland Plain Dealer
***
"The more fascinating portion is... devoted to shorter, personal accounts from... SDS members. A half-dozen...
artists join [in] this section... a sort of cartoon oral history, [where] the political becomes personal and the book
really comes alive. Viewed from 2008, after the disappearance of the draft, the legalization of abortion, the
institutionalization of civil rights and other victories for the activists of the era, the world of the SDSers can seem
a bit alien to those of us who weren’t there, which makes a history like this—one that’s as visual as it is verbal—so
valuable. It’s not quite like being there, and it’s perhaps not even the next best thing to being there. But it is the
next best thing to that, and perhaps as close as a book can ever hope to get you." – Las Vegas Weekly
***
"[The book asserts that,] 'A significant chunk of SDSers joined and in some cases actually organized the women's
liberation movement, the gay and lesbian movements, the environmental movement, and so on. These causes,
still far from won almost a half-century later, had been essentially invisible before the era of SDS.' The most
striking feature of 'Students for a Democratic Society' may well be... [t]hat Americans are beginning to accept the
idea that comics can be a legitimate vehicle for a discussion of socio-political history[; this] represents a radical
shift in popular culture." -- San Francisco Chronicle
***
"It's good comics and excellent history." – Publisher's Weekly
***
"Marx famously commented that history repeats itself first at tragedy and then as farce; he never dreamed there
would be a further cycle in which it would reappear yet again... as comix." – The Nation

